
Company name - VEHI

 

Vehi is a Latin verb for: to carry, ride, drive, convey, travel, sail



Vehi is a simple word with only 4 letters, thus making it easy to remember and say, its also a phonetic word so its easy to pronounce for most languages, the 
word also has its roots in Latin which is the basis to so many languages today including all the Love or Romance languages, so I tried  to create a sense of history 
and heritage for the brand. Also capitalising the name gives the brand a sense of strength and solidness which would increase the perceived value of a bike 
brand, mirroring into the build quality of each bike. 






The Font is Hiragino Sans

I decided on Hiragino Sans for a few reasons. Firstly, its a very legible and clean type face it’s also quite a thick font which works really 
well against an off black background. Also, each character doesn't have any unnecessary curves or any unnecessary flair which 
creates a really minimal and prestigious font. The cleanliness and masculinity of this type face are exactly what the target demographic 
are after, a upmarket and clear type face, nothing unnecessary and nothing out of place.
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Some other possible  fonts | ALMARAI - VEHI | Amiko - VEHI | Avenir Next - VEHI | Estedad - VEHI | Inter - VEHI | Manrope - VEHI | mshtakan  -VEHI 


